Wireless Remote Comes Preprogrammed

Installation

1.) Connect Output 1 to Power Unit
2.) Mount Wireless receiver
   a. Select desired mounting location preferably in a sealed box and out of harms way
   b. Antenna must be mounted outside, not in metal box.
3.) Connect Positive (Red) & Negative (Black) Ring Terminals to Power Unit not Battery
   a. Insure Power Unit has a designated ground wire
4.) Operate wireless unit to insure Unit is operating properly

Function

1.) This device is activated by pushing either button 1 or 2 to power the unit.
2.) 20 Minute shut off (receiver shuts down after being idle for 20 minutes)
   a. Press both buttons 1 & 2 for 10-20 seconds to end Shutdown Mode
   b. When in Shutdown Mode, Wireless receiver is the only item shutdown, Out Put 2 is still active
3.) Operating Frequency: 315MHz

How to operate the Remote Learning mode

1.) Remove wired hand control to prevent accidental operation.
2.) Disconnect Positive (Red) & Negative (Black) Ring Terminals
3.) Remove program pin from the receiver to start Learning Mode.
4.) Reconnect Positive (Red) & Negative (Black) Ring Terminals (Receiver will click)
5.) Press either button 1 or 2 (receiver will click 2 to 9 times depending on how long you hold the button down)
6.) Replace program pin on the receiver to end Learning Mode.

(When in learning mode Remote Unit must be operated within 3-5 seconds to learn new code. Otherwise the device will jump back and resume previous frequency.) Unit may not operate below 11 Volts